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1. What is meant by jet propulsion ? , .,: :

2. .What a(e the clasei fiiryl$r rwatqt ti,i@'besQ$iur-;i{*' i€:#nbiples ?, . ],,', . . ,,.],,-

, ,:]. ::.- t '

4. What is cavitation ? '

Tr4g

,lfrme: 3 hours

I Ariswer anjt five of the'following questions. Each question'cauieS 6.marks.

i. Derive an exprqssion for work done oi'nat'verticat pfu* **ing in'*lu'dirwdon
n.' , , .

oI Jet.

2. Draw the velocity tianglm and mark the velocities and angies of a jet

tangurtially,irirpinsng at on tip of an urspnmetical moving curvd plate.,:
3. Briefly enplain the main parls of a Pelton !,r1bna.- , ., i -

4, Differenttite irnpulse and re4ction,turbines., 
:

5. Describe the working of a Kaplan turtine..,:
6. Explain various heads of a centifugal'ptrnp and'the importance:

: ,i. I :'

7. Explain the construction an:d operation of a hydraulic ram.

. (5x6:30)
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(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer oze fi.rll question from each unit. Each fi.rIl question carriei 15 marks.)

m (a) A square plate weigiring 115N and the uniform thickness and 300mm edge is
hung.so that a horizontal jet 20mm diameter and having a velocity of 15m/s

impinges on the plate. The centre line of the jet is 150mm below the upper
edge of the plate and when the plate is vertical, the jet strikes the plate normally
and at its centre. Find what force is the force exerted by the jet. If the plate

is allowed to swing freely, find ttre inclination to vertical which the plate will
assume under the action of jet.

(b) A jet of water of diameter 150mm strikes a flat plate normally with a velocity
of 12 m/s. The plate is moving with a velocity of 6 m/s in the direction of
the jet. Find :

0 The force exerted by the jet on the plate.

(ii) Work done by the jet on the plate per second.

(iii) Power of the jet.

(rv) Effcienry.

On

(a) A jet of water of diameter 50mm skikes a fixed plate in such a way that the
angle between the plate and the jet is 30o. The force exerted in the the

direction ofjet is 1471:5N. Determine the rate of flow of water.

(b) Ajetofwaterhavingavelocityof l5m/s, sffikes aseries of curved vane

which is moving with a velocity of 5m/s in the same direction as that of the jet
at inlet.; The vane is so shaped that the jet is deflected through 135'. The
diameter ofjet is 100mm Assuming the vane to be sm:oth:

(, Find the force exerted by flre jet on Jhe vane in the direction of motion.

(ii) Power exerted on the vane.

Urvrr'II

(a) Describe the working principle of an impulse turbine.

(b) A double jet Pelton wheel operates undei a 4}mhead and develops 735kw
brake power when running at 450 rpm. Make calculations for the flow rate

and the diameter of the nozzle jet. Assume overall efrciency is 0.85% and

co-efficient of velocity is 0.98.

Marks

IV

On



M (a) Sketch the governing mechanism of a Pelton wheel. 7

(b) A Pelton wheel is to be designed for a head of 60m when running at 200 rpm.

The pelton wheel develops g5.6475kW shaft power. The velocity of the

buckets is 0.45 tin:res the velocity of the jet, overall efficiency is 0.85 and

coeffic.ient of velocity is 0.98. Find :

(, diameter of wheel

(ii) diameter of jet.

UNrr - lll

VII (a) Au inward flow reaction turbine has extemal and intemal diameters as 1m and

0.5m respectively. The velocity of flow ttrough the, rwrner is equal to 1.5m/s.

Determine:

(, Discharge through the runner

(4 qAA of the turtine at outlet if the width of the hrbine at inlet : 200mm.

(b) A francis turbine works at 450rpm under ahead of 120m. Its diameter at inlet

is 120cm and flow area as 0.4m2. The angles made by the absolute and

relative velocities at inlet are 20' and 60o respectively with the tangential

velocity. Determine: (i) the volume of flow rate, (ir) hydraulic power

developed, (iii) *re efficiency. Assume whirl at outlet to be zero.

On

VItr (a) The external and internal diameters of an inward flow reaction turtine are

60cm and 30cm respectively. The breadth at inlet being 15cm. The flow

velocity through the runner is mnstant at 1.5m/s. Make calculations for the

rate of flow passing tl,rough the turbine and the breadth if turbine wheel

atoutlet.

(b) A Kaplan turbine runner is to be designed to develop 7357.5k:w shaft power.

The net available head is 5.5m. Assume that the speed ratio is 2.09 and flow

ratio is 0.68 and the overall efficiency is 60%. If the diameter of the ruxr.er

is 6.79m, fnd the discharge, speed and specific speed.
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Marks

.D( (a)

(b)

of water'permintrte. The purnp has a stoke of 400mm- The diameter:of t1ie 
,

prsl-on.is 2@,i@,The.deliveq){.gnd s11$ox head are 20rn and 5m respeetiveiy'.

Find the'slip of fup iiued,F.- to.drivc *r9 pump 7.,...
E*elai"thehighn*UrW q .**flt${ph..', '8

0n

(b) A thre throw purnp has cylinder of 25qn diarneter and sffoke of'50c"m'each. ..

The pump is required to deliver 100 liters per second at a head of 100m.

trosdes ae'e$fiated to be 1m in suction pipe and 19m in detivery ',,'.. 
,

pipe.Velocity of wder in'the delivery pipe is lm/s, overall pump efficiency
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